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Millage
FOUNDED IN 1867 BY MILLAGE
Massih and still operated by the
Massih family today, Millage manufactures fine men’s and women’s wristwatches that combine functionality with
elegance in its own factories in Europe.
Headquartered in Los Angeles since 1997,
they offer more than 100 styles in 18-karat
gold, platinum, stainless steel, and high-tech
aluminum, as well as 80 different dial colors,
available across a wide range of price points.
A member of Millage’s highly sophisticated
timepiece collection, the Rogue SLS is a luxury
chronograph with a sapphire crystal, a fine brushed
and polished stainless steel case, and fine polished
stainless steel bezel material. Each piece is water resistant up to 330 feet and boasts an automatic date calendar,
fine quality silicon bracelet, and a buckle clasp. Customers
can choose from five different models including black and
silver face, silver and black face, silver face, black face, and
white face.
Another luxurious timepiece offering, the Esquire is a Swiss
Quartz Chronograph movement with a sapphire crystal and fine
solid stainless steel case and bezel material. It is water resistant up
to 330 feet with an automatic date calendar and luxury butterfly
buckle, and offers customers six different elegantly designed
styles to choose from.
The crown jewel of the Millage collection is their
Tourbillion, providing customers with a choice of 12 different intelligent design combinations. The timepiece boasts
an automatic 29 jewels movement, sapphire crystal, fine
brushed and polished stainless steel case, stainless steel
bezel material, water resistance up to 165 feet, automatic date calendar, a genuine coroco calf leather
bracelet, and a deployment buckle clasp.
Millage offers a variety of sophisticated
watch types for even the most discerning clientele, all reflecting their 144-year-old tradition
of making elegant and unique design and
quality timepieces, which can be purchased
online (www.millage.com) or at authorized dealers nationwide.
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Rogue SLS Black and Silver (top right); Esquire SIPB TT (bottom right); Tourbillion White on TT
IP Black(top left); Tourbillion Black on IP Black
(bottom left)
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